Connecting the Applications that Build the World

See why construction leaders trust us to integrate their mission-critical construction management solutions

Our dynamic integration is more than just a data exchange and connecting pipes; our 18+ years of experience focuses on your business processes and ensures our solution is tuned to the way you run your organization - not the other way around.

Tech Enabled
Pre-build, enterprise-grade adapters for 15+ construction management solutions

Process Focused
Easily and quickly configure existing and new business processes

User Driven
Self-service, no coding, and an intuitive UI enables rapid changes

“We cut project costs and net project initiation times, while reducing the overall burden on our IT staff. The adaptability of the solution also allowed us to seamlessly integrate proprietary apps on our own.”

Morpheus Technology Group

915 Rimrock Way, Suite 201 #329 Redmond, OR 97756

info@morpheustechgroup.com  www.morpheustechgroup.com  1 (877) 684-9467
Why Dynamic Integration?

Your business is unique and you need software that adapts to its business processes. Up until now all pre-built integrations were rigid and forced you into limited functionality designed for generic processes. But now, with Morpheus’ Dynamic Integration you don’t have to worry about that. We configure our flexible and adaptable solution just for you and we only focus on the construction industry. Our Dynamic Integration enables benefits like:

- Reduced redundancy – duplicate error prone data is minimized
- Holistic perspective – all project financials, analytics & even new sources of information are now available
- Lower costs – no need to have resources manually enter and import/export data
- Increased ROI – leverage the full potential of your ERP, project management and other construction applications
- Speedier decision-making – more efficient data exchange between departments reduces decision time
- Minimized risk – lower exposure to poor and/or missing data
- Gain line-of-sight-issues and red flags are raised earlier

The Morpheus Solution

- Pre-built, OOTB adaptors for 15+ construction management solutions
- Reduce deployment time from months to weeks
- Cut costs & custom code requirements
- Self-service minimizes high-cost consultants
- Enable rapid changes to adapt to business & market needs
- Flexible and extensible to your entire application landscape
- End-users work in their native applications
- Intuitive UI means ease of use for admins
- Configurable dashboards to create a rich admin experience